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logic software is a free software to create, record and perform midi music with both professional and
simple users in mind. it includes a comprehensive set of useful tools for developing midi music. you
can compose music with a wide range of instruments, convert midi music files into other formats,
and have fun doing it. with a free version and a professional version, you can use the software for

the entire life cycle of your music projects. the logic capture studio series of products were designed
from the ground-up to make it easier for aspiring music producers to get their music out into the

world. this suite of products includes three main elements: the logic studio for producing music, the
logic express 6 daw for music editing, and the logicpitch tm pitch analysis tool. each one can be used

separately or together, at the choice of the user. the logic studio is a complete music production
environment. it supports real-time recording and editing and provides a flexible workflow and a host
of useful features. it uses a very different style of interface than other popular daws that uses mouse

menus to control the functions, and logic studio doesn't require as much training. its workflow has
more in common with the user experience in logic pro x than the workflow in other daws. it provides
a number of features and workflow that are designed specifically to create music quickly. the logic
express 6 daw is an award-winning editing/production suite that provides a powerful and intuitive

environment to edit audio, midi, and video. it is designed for both content creators and editors. the
logic express 6 daw can be used as both a stand-alone music production application and as a perfect

complement to an existing daw, such as pro tools, cubase, fl studio, or others.
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